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This article presents and compares two neural network-based approaches to global self-
localization (GSL) for autonomous mobile robots using: (1) a Kohonen neural network;
and (2) a region-feature neural network (RFNN). Both approaches categorize discrete
regions of space (topographical nodes) in a manner similar to optical character recogni-
tion (OCR). That is, the mapped sonar data assumes the form of a character unique to
that region. Hence, it is believed that an autonomous vehicle can determine which room
it is in from sensory data gathered from exploration. With a robust exploration routine,
the GSL solution can be time-, translation-, and rotation-invariant. The GSL solution
can also become independent of the mobile robot used to collect the sensor data. This
suggests that a single robot can transfer its knowledge of various learned regions to
other mobile robots. The classification rate of both approaches are comparable and,
thus, worthy of presentation. The observed pros and cons of both approaches are also
discussed.  1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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1. INTRODUCTION have been investigated. In this research, we compare
a Kohonen neural network approach and a region-

Our objective is to endow mobile robots with the feature neural network (RFNN) approach to recog-
ability to perform self-localization on a global level. nizing room characters associated with particular
That is, a mobile robot should be able to use sensor rooms. Both neural nets are known for their abilities
data to autonomously determine which region of to perform classification, recognition, data compres-
space it is in without knowing how it got there. Spe- sion, and association in a self-organizing manner, and
cifically, we treat the global self-localization (GSL) of neither requires a priori knowledge of a sensor data
a mobile robot as an optical character recognition point’s affiliation to a particular feature. For the Koho-
(OCR) problem.1,2,3,4 That is, natural landmark signa- nen, all that must be estimated beforehand is the
tures can, through computer vision and/or mapped maximum expected number of features (neurons) per
sonar data, assume character-like configurations room. When a Kohonen is mature, the point density
unique to those landmarks. The ability to identify of the weight vectors approximate the probability
each room character helps a mobile robot determine distribution of the input space.
its global location by association. Since most indoor The RFNN, on the other hand, is a multi-layered,
environments can be easily segmented into rooms, feed-forward neural network that uses receptive
different room configurations will define discrete re- fields and weight sharing to compensate for noise,
gions of space (topographical nodes). The 10 rooms minor phase shifts, and occlusions.5 The RFNN also
we used (shown in Fig. 1) have dimensions ranging utilizes greedy adaptive learning rates and mature
up to 12.5 m in the y-direction and up to 15.5 m in feature preservation to expedite the overall training
the x-direction. process, especially when new rooms are added.3,6 A

novel ad hoc approach called ‘‘shocking’’ is used to
solve the instability problem inherent to greedy adap-1.1. Time-, Translation-, and Rotation-Invariance
tive learning rates. The RFNN ‘‘feature’’ is grounded

To be truly robost, a GSL technique should have the in computer vision morphology in that the neural
following characteristics. First, it should be time-in- network autonomously learns subpatterns unique to
variant for the simple reason that no two robots will various problems. The RFNN is a reliable pattern
explore a room the same way. In fact, a single robot analysis engine that is easy to implement, compact,
will likely not repeat the same trajectory. Second, it and fast. The RFNN requires that we estimate the
should be translation-invariant because the robot is following: (1) which regions of the data space (room
assumed to not know the actual global coordinates character image) are important; (2) the size and over-
of the region of space it is in, much less the sensor lap of the receptive-field (feature) patches; (3) the
data it collects. Third, it should be rotation-invariant maximum expected number of features per region;
because, through the course of becoming lost, a robot and (4) the size and (digitized) resolution of the in-
can also become disoriented. put space.

1.2. Using Neural Networks to Solve
2. THE DOMAINthe GSL Problem

Several approaches to solving the optical character We assume the environment to be in R2 space. Spe-
cifically, as a robot wanders autonomously or is man-recognition (OCR) problem with neural networks
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Figure 1. Geometric maps for rooms 1 through 10.
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ually driven around a room, its sensor data is mapped 2.2.1. Sonar Corruption
to a two-dimensional plane (see Fig. 2). Since ultra- Because sonar readings are inherently corrupted bysonic sensors are common to nearly all autonomous noise, a 6s Gaussian corruption function is appliedand semi-autonomous vehicles, it is felt that the sen- to all TOF readings calculated by the simulation. Spe-sor used for extracting feature information should be cifically, for a calculated TOF distance, Rcalc, Cs is athe ultrasonic sensor. This decision is also predicated user-specified variable in the closed interval Cs [ [0,on the fact that ultrasonic sensors are inexpensive, 1] that defines the range of noisy sensed readings bysimple to use, and very reliable.

Rsens (see Fig. 3).

2.1. The Autonomous Mobile Robot Simulation

Given that the simulation described in1,2,7,8 has proven 2.2.2. Trajectory Corruption
accurate at modeling both sonar and robot behavior

The very motivation for developing low-level sensor-and that it provides a graphical interface essential to
based self-localization techniques stems from the factunderstanding each step of solving this problem, it
that true mobile robot dead reckoning (from odome-was considered a suitable platform for creating train-
ters, inertial navigation systems, etc.) grows increas-ing and testing data sets. The simulated sonar models
ingly unreliable with each bump in the floor and turnare based on actual data observed using narrow beam
of the robot. That is, where the robot thinks it isPolaroid9 ultrasonic sensors and the wide-beam so-
might not be where it actually is. To simulate thisnars on our Cybermotion K2A10 and Nomad 20011

phenomenon, a user-defined random Gaussian trajec-mobile robots. The simulated dead reckoning models
tory corruption is induced as shown in Figure 4. A 6sare also based on data observed from the Cybermo-
Gaussian corruption function is applied to all robottion and Nomad mobile robots. Additional rotation
rotations and translations. Rotation corruption is lim-errors are based on a host of compasses discussed in
ited to the closed interval Cr [ [2f, f], and is specifiedref. 12 and on our Vector 2X compass module.13 The
by the user to define the range of potential noisesimulation also ensures that the 160 training sets and
added to each turn. Translation corruption is a vari-180 test sets are created in a timely fashion, and with-
able on the closed interval Ct [ [21, 1], and is alsoout the risk of harming either the robot or the environ-
specified by the user to define the range of potentialment. Furthermore, the simulation can simultane-
noise added to each translation. Figure 5 showsously track the dead reckoning coordinates (i.e.,
mapped sonar data from a simulated robot subjectedwhere the robot thinks it is) and actual coordinates
to different degrees and types of corruption.(i.e., where the robot really is) without needing some-

one to physically measure and/or estimate the true
location of the robot.

2.2.3. Training and Testing Data
2.2. Room Character Generation A robot can collect data while autonomously driving

through sections of a room, carrying out tasks. Trajec-A room’s unique character is created by clouds of
sonar data points collected and mapped by the robot tories and explored features vary from data set to

data set. However, one extremely important require-in its travels through a region. Typically, these clouds
are clustered near the surfaces encountered by the ment of collecting training and testing data is that

the robot explore (what it perceives to be) the southsonars. With a single-transducer sonar it is difficult to
know from a time-of-flight (TOF) reading the specific and west extremes of each room. This deliberate

search is the first step to make the GSL problem trans-point that produced an echo because sonars sample
a region. Hence, we must assume that each sonar lation-independent. That is, to transpose the mapped

sonar data as close to the neural network origin asreading occurs along the axis normal to its transducer
(xS 5 0, yS 5 TOF). To map the TOF reading, the point possible, we need mapped data that reflects mini-

mum x- and minimum y-coordinate values (west andX
¯

S 5 [xS yS]T is transformed from the sonar frame
to the global frame according to the robot’s dead south, respectively). Large-scale rotation-invariance

is achieved with the assumption that the robot has areckoning. That is, X
¯

5 GTS(X
¯

S) where GTS is the com-
posite coordinate transformation matrix that converts compass on board that is accurate to within 6188.

Everett discusses several off-the-shelf compassescoordinates from the sonar reference frame to the
global frame. with accuracies better than 6108.12



Figure 2. Subset of mapped sonar data from exploring Rooms 1 through 10.
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Figure 5. Room character a) Cs 5 0, C8r 5 08, Ct 5 0;
b) Cs 5 0, C8r 5 188, Ct 5 10%; c) Cs 5 15%, C8r 5 08, Ct 5

Figure 3. Simulated sonar reading corrupted by white 0; d) Cs 5 15%, C8r 5 188, Ct 5 10%.
Gaussian noise.

figuration of room features (clusters of sonar data) are
3. GSL WITH THE KOHONEN NEURAL preserved. The metric we used to determine neuron
NETWORK activation is the Euclidean distance primarily because

it is easy to employ. Due to the size of the rooms, it
By design, the neurons of a Kohonen neural network was determined that the initial Kohonen mesh could
congregate around areas of activity during training have 441 neurons (21 3 21) to be successful at classify-
(see Fig. 6). During recall, a reactivation of the ma- ing a variety of data sets. However, one of our objec-
tured Kohonen nodes by data points in close proxim- tives is to minimize data size, so we also look for
ity to those nodes can associate a data set with a class opportunities to prune neurons. The method and im-
represented by the Kohonen. For the GSL problem, pact of pruning is discussed in section 3.2.3.
a sonar echo generated by an object’s surface is con-
sidered an important occurrence since it indicates the

3.1. Strategypresence of certain features. Hence, we desired that
the Kohonen organize its neurons such that the con- A Kohonen neural network will organize a 21 3 21

mesh of cluster centers to represent the maximum
potential 441 features each room is assumed to con-
tain. While training, the Kohonen will make a record
of the frequency with which each neuron fires to be
used later in pruning redundant and/or deceptive
cluster centers. To test the capabilities of the mature
Kohonen, test data sets are collected by the simulated
robot as it autonomously drives around the room.
Generality is tested by allowing test data corruption
ranges to be larger than those used for training. Three
pre-processing operations will be applied to the Ko-
honen to reduce the probability of misclassification.

3.1.1. Winner-Take-All Learning

The procedures followed in both training and recall
of the Kohonen neural net are fairly standard. TheFigure 4. Simulated trajectory corrupted by white

Gaussian noise. Euclidean distance from each data point X
¯

to all of



Figure 6. Mature Kohonen node configurations for Rooms 1 through 10.
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the Kohonen nodes W
¯

ij 5 [xij yij]T (for i, j 5 1, rth data set and the nearest neuron from the kth mature
room Kohonen. The resulting Srk is a measure of the2, . . . , 21) is calculated. The initial coordinates of

the neurons W
¯

ij are uniformly distributed over the match between the room data that has just been col-
lected and the mature Kohonen representing a partic-area bounded by the minimum and maximum x- and

y-locations of the collected sonar data. A Kohonen ular room. A Kohonen node mesh is determined to
be the winner, Srw, if it satisfiesnode is the winner W

¯
w if

Srw 5 min
k51,2,...,kmax

hSrkj (6)iX
¯

2 W
¯

wi 5 min
i, j51,2,...,21

hiX
¯

2 W
¯

i, jij (1)

W
¯

w and its neighbors W
¯

Nw
are then updated based The room w corresponding to Srw represents the

on the learning rate h« and the neighborhood size N« room that the robot concludes it is currently in. Said
for a given epoch «. Our learning rate, initially ho 5 differently, if the Kohonen belonging to room w yields
0.5, is linearly reduced as the Kohonen matures dur- the lowest summed Euclidean distance Srk (for k 5
ing training to a value of h f 5 0.01 at epoch «max 5 200. 1, 2, . . . kmax) with data set r, then the data in question

is classified as belonging to room w.

h« 5 Sho 2 h f

«max
D « 2 ho (2)

3.2. Pre-Processing

Four pre-processing procedures are examined in theThe update rule for the winning node is
Kohonen-based approach. First, gross shifting is used
in all phases of testing to approximate a transla-W

¯
k11
w 5 W

¯
k
w 1 h«[X

¯
2 W

¯
k
w] (3)

tionally invariant data space. Second, fine shifting is
used to improve the fit between a Kohonen and dataThe neighbors of the winning node are also up-
set, and to further reduce misclassifications causeddated. Our learning rate for neighbors of the winning
by translations. Third, pruning dormant Kohonennode is a function of the indicial distance B from the
nodes is used to reduce data size and decrease thewinning node.
likelihood of false-positive matches between X

¯
and

a node whose in-training firing frequency is zero.hN 5 (h«)(0.7B) (4)
Fourth, a more aggressive pruning of low-frequency
Kohonen nodes is used to further reduce data size

The update rule for neighboring nodes is and decrease the likelihood of false-positive matches
between X

¯
and a node whose in-training firing fre-

W
¯

k11
Nw

5 W
¯

k
Nw

1 hN[X
¯

2 W
¯

k
Nw

] (5) quency is less than 0.05%.

As the Kohonen trains, neighborhood size is
3.2.1. Gross Shiftinggradually reduced. For the first 80 epochs the neigh-

borhood size is a 5 3 5 window centered over W
¯

w. The first step to translation-invariance involves gross
Then for the next 80 epochs the neighborhood size is shifting. This procedure crudely fits a data set arbi-
reduced to a 3 3 3 window. During the final 40 epochs trarily placed in 2D space to a Kohonen node mesh.
only the winning node is updated. Stop training is As Figure 7 shows, minimum x- and y-values of the
based on convergence or « 5 «max. There are two condi- data and Kohonen are subtracted to transpose both
tions for convergence: (1) The neighborhood size is to a common origin. While this transposition ad-
only a single neuron; and (2) the change in training dresses the major portion of the translation-invari-
error is less than udu. ance problem, it can be seen that a single outlier in

either the x- or y-direction can hinder a sound fit
between Kohonen and data set.

3.1.2. Recall
3.2.2. Fine ShiftingTo test the Kohonen approach to GSL we present

previously unseen sensor data to each mature Koho- We now need to resolve the less pronounced offset
between Kohonen and data set that results from grossnen. Recall is based on the summation Srk of the Eu-

clidean distances between each data point X
¯

from the shifting. With the minimum x- and y-values trans-
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tion; the anticipated maximum sensor corruption;
and the expected worst-case room character alter-
ation. Time is the primary reason for (1) bounding
the fine shifting range, (2) moving the Kohonen about
the data set in increments of 25 cm, and (3) sampling
only 1% of the data points (of 2000–4000 per data
set). We are presently exploring other optimization
routines that can expedite this task of finding the best
fit. But, without these constraints, recall is simply too
time consuming to be practical.

It should also be added that we do not use center-
of-gravity to fit Kohonens to data sets because there
are times when the robot does not detect every fea-
ture. Furthermore, the robot might arbitrarily collect
more data in certain regions of a room than in others.
The variations of mapped sonar data in Figure 2 sup-

Figure 7. Gross shifting a Kohonen mesh (arbitrarily port the fact that the center-of-gravity can not beplaced in 2D space) to a room character data set (also arbi-
assumed to be consistent from data set to data set. Ittrarily placed in 2D space).
will be shown in section 3.3 that classification is very
sensitive to the Kohonen-data set alignment.

lated to the global origin, the Kohonen is finely shifted
3.2.3. Pruningabout the data set to find the best fit. That is, the

mature Kohonen mesh is incrementally moved about Simply put, Kohonen nodes are expected to represent
the data set until the best fit with respect to Srw is part or all of unique feature in a particular room. If
found. This systematic shifting is done by collectively a node exists that does not reflect a feature, it is pruned.
offsetting the Kohonen nodes x- and y-values a dis- Pruning a Kohonen node renders that node unavail-
tance in the range of [2r, r]. Figure 8 shows fine able to X

¯
for use as a nearest neuron. This penalizes

shifting until the best fit. Fine shifting reduces the the Kohonen since X
¯

must then resort to a node that
translation discrepancy caused by outliers in the data is farther away than the truly closer pruned node.
set or Kohonen. The range of potential offsets, 6r, is The result is a larger Srk for the improperly matched
sized on the basis of the following issues: the robot’s Kohonen-data set pair. Given that Srk is the metric
confidence in its ability to find the southwest extreme with which a data set is associated with a particular
of a room; the anticipated maximum trajectory devia- room and that errors are emphasized more than

matched features, the probability of misclassification
is expected to decrease.

Two levels of pruning are examined to determine
if misclassification errors can be reduced. For the first
level, the mature Kohonens are pruned of all nodes
whose frequency of being chosen the winning neu-
ron, fwij

(for i, j 5 1, 2, . . . , 21), is zero in the last
epoch of training. Figure 9 marks with an 3 all nodes
that are pruned. The second pruning level is more
aggressive because we prune all nodes whose fre-
quency of being chosen the nearest or winning neu-
ron, fwij

(for i, j 5 1, 2, . . . , 21) is less than 0.05% in
the last epoch of training. Figure 9 also shows a plot
of all nodes that satisfy the condition fwij

# 0.05%.

3.3. GSL Classification with the
Kohonen Neural Net

With the 10 Kohonen room networks trained, fourFigure 8. Fine-shifting a Kohonen mesh about a room
character data set, r 5 1 meter. pre-processing configurations are tested and com-
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) Kohonen nodes pruned for fwij
5 0. (b) Kohonen nodes pruned for fwij

5
0.05%.

pared. The results of these systems are used to deter- results were promising, a lower misclassification rate
is desired.mine the most reliable approach to room classifica-

tion. The first configuration uses only gross shifting.
The second uses both gross and fine shifting. The 3.3.2. Gross Shifting and Fine Shifting
third configuration uses gross and fine shifting and

From Figure 11, fine shifting significantly reducedpruned fwij
5 0 nodes. Configuration four use gross

the misclassification rate from 20% to 10.56%. Roomand fine shifting and pruned fwij
# 0.05% nodes. For

4, however, suffered from more misclassifications.each room, 18 test sets, each with varying levels and
Shown in Figures 2 and 6, room 4 contains data andcombinations of data corruption, are created and used
cluster centers dispersed somewhat evenly through-to test each of the four system configurations.
out the entire room. It is believed that the high mis-
classification rate associated with room 4 can be at-3.3.1. Gross Shifting Only
tributed to room symmetry and the poor spatial

Using only Srk and gross shifting produced fair re- separation of unique features. Regardless, it is clear
sults. Figure 10 shows that the misclassification rate that fine shifting is an effective pre-processing tool
for the gross shifting only configuration was 20%. for GSL.
Specific rooms were misclassified more often than
others. Room 10 was not misclassified at all while

3.3.3. Pruning Dormant Nodesroom 4 was misclassified half of the time. This shows
that some rooms are distinct enough to be identified Kohonen nodes that were placed, through neighbor-

hood organization, in regions where no training datajust using crude methods like gross shifting. Other
rooms, however, are too similar in shape and layout, points actually existed ( fwij

5 0) were apparently trou-
bling from the start. Figure 12 shows the misclassi-making recognition more difficult. Although these

Figure 10. Misclassifications per room for system with gross-shifting only.
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Figure 11. Misclassifications per room for system with gross-shifting and
fine-shifting.

Figure 12. Misclassifications per room for system with gross-shifting, fine-
shifting and pruned nodes for fwij

5 0.

Figure 13. Misclassifications per room for system with gross-shifting, fine-
shifting and pruned nodes for fwij

# 0.05%.

fication results for a system with gross shifting, fine be seen that, in fact, with a slightly more aggressive
pruning approach the classifier performance deterio-shifting, and pruned dormant nodes. There were only

two misclassifications (out of 180 test sets) yielding rated to a misclassification rate of 10%. Hence, it
seems the Kohonen is as responsible as the data set toan overall misclassification rate of 1.11%. The perfor-

mance of this method is a clear improvement over provide feature information. Any loss of true feature
information, even from what seems to be outlier datathe previous two.
points, can degrade the classifier.

3.3.4. Pruning Low-Frequency Nodes
3.3.5. General CommentsTo see if a more aggressive pruning approach could

improve the classifier performance, we tested with Of the four systems, the best classifier utilized gross
shifting, fine shifting, and pruning dormant nodes.gross shifting, fine shifting, and pruned low-fre-

quency nodes ( fwij
# 0.05%). From Figure 13, it can This is for a static environment, the effects of other
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Figure 14. Geometric map 7, sonar data and corresponding digitized room character.

unknown objects on the recognition have not yet been data sizes.2 The RFNN utilizes both receptive fields
and weight sharing. However, unlike the OCR neuraltested. A radical redesign of a room would require

the system to relearn the room since the addition networks in refs. 14 and 15, the RFNN uses only a
single hidden layer.of new furniture or the rearrangement of existing

furniture would change the signature character of
that room. How much the character changes and the

4.1. Pre-Processingeffect it has on recognition is situational. This suggests
the need for an update learning scheme that notices For classification, there are only two pre-processing

steps for the RFNN approach. The first is to digitizesmall physical changes in a previously trained room.
the sonar data into a 29 3 29 binary pixel grid. (The
number of pixels was determined experimentally to
be of sufficient resolution to discriminate between4. GSL WITH THE REGION-FEATURE
room characters.) The presence of a perceived echoNEURAL NETWORK
inside a pixel’s boundaries activates that pixel. Figure
14 shows one of the 10 geometric rooms, an exampleTwo very successful and robust implementations of

OCR are reported in refs. 14 and 15. Common to simulated sonar data set (generated by a mobile robot
in a random wander/explore routine), and the re-both approaches is the use of receptive fields, weight

sharing, and at least four hidden layers. While re- sulting digitized image that functions as the input
matrix to the RFNN. The 10 rooms have a data spaceceptive fields and weight sharing help compensate

for slight variations in translation and rotation, using that covers roughly 16 m by 13 m. That is, it is as-
sumed that the rooms encountered by the robot willfour hidden neuron layers results in longer training

time, increased computational complexity, and large not exceed these dimensions. It is already clear that
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neurons. If an architecture required fully connected
input-to-hidden neurons, the entire set of input data
would be confined to only one region. Otherwise,
the input-to-hidden neurons can be made partially
connected by breaking the data space into more than
one region.

4.3. Features: Hidden Neuron Kernels

We use the term feature because the RFNN bases its
final output decision on the quantity and/or map-
ping of certain characteristic features unique to an
overall larger class of objects, images, or patterns.
Some features might be shared by several classes.
However, each unique class is characterized by a cer-
tain number of particular feature occurrences, or the

Figure 15. Data space with overlapping regions which placement of particular features in the region. A fea-
define input-to-hidden connectivity and the sections of the ture is a movable hidden layer neuron with a unique
data space inside which feature kernels can search for set of input-to-hidden layer synapses. The number of
matches.

hidden layer neurons for a given region is dictated
by the number of features it has. The set of input-to-
hidden layer synapses (receptive field) unique to athis is one disadvantage to the RFNN approach to feature is held in a feature weight matrix (FWM). TheGSL. However, a limit must be placed on the size of FWM is convolved with its region to search for athe matrix used to input the RFNN. The reason we possible feature match. This convolution process iscannot simply scale each room character to a data similar to morphological operations in computer vi-space is because the randomness of exploration rou- sion where a kernel is compared to all parts of antines and changing furniture configurations can cause image to look for a pattern match.16 The number ofthe mobile robot to miss certain features. input-to-hidden layer synapses in each FWM is de-The second pre-processing step involves gross fined by the feature patch size (kernel size). Specifi-shifting the mapped sonar data to achieve large-scale cally, a patch is a subset of its respective region and,translation-invariance. This is why the grid in Figure hence, its size is the number of rows and columns14 begins at the minimum-x and minimum-y points (# the size of the region) inside the data space.of the mapped sonar data. Large-scale rotation invari-

ance is achieved through the assumption that the
robot has a compass accurate to within 6188 on board.

4.3.1. Patch Size and OverlapThe RFNN’s receptive field architecture is expected
to compensate for small-scale variations in translation To determine if, where, and to what degree a feature

occurs, the feature patch is placed over portions ofand rotation.
its respective region. This operation is like sliding a
window over an image where, for each position of

4.2. Regions: Input-to-Hidden Neuron Connectivity the window, the portion of the image inside that win-
dow can be measured by the feature neuron for simi-The input layer is where the training and testing data

is introduced to the neural network. The data space larity to a previously learned feature (see Fig. 16).
The feature’s set of input-to-hidden synapses weightcan be broken down into two-dimensional regions

that can overlap each other or define independent the corresponding region elements and measure the
sum of weighted inputs with the sigmoid function.portions of the data space. Figure 15 illustrates an

example data space. Each region is defined by its Placement of each feature patch depends on the over-
lap. Specifically, the overlap defines the translationalminimum and maximum (row, col) locations inside

the data space. Figure 15 shows how the arrangement change of a patch when it is repositioned. The overlap
in the row- and column-directions can be up to oneof regions defines the connectivity between the input

layer and hidden layer neurons. Specifically, each index position less than the size of the patch in
both directions.region has its own dedicated group of hidden layer
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Figure 16. Feature neuron, FWM, patch and overlap. Feature patch convolving with
region.

4.3.2. Receptive Fields Help Compensate for duced by the feature neuron. These position-depen-
dent feature values are placed in a feature elementTranslation and Rotation
matrix (FEM) where they are held and later presentedPatch overlapping can compensate for slight rotations to the output neuron layer. Hence, synapses existand translations of a feature by searching areas of the between the FEM elements and the output neurons.region at and near the location of the expected feature Each feature has its own FEM. The general idea be-occurrence. These variations might be caused by noise hind the FEM is to let the output layer know whereor a miscalibrated medium used for measuring the and to what degree certain features are found. Adata space elements. Looking at successive subsets single feature uses the same input-to-hidden synapticof the data space in this manner is referred to as using weights for every position of its patch. Figure 17

receptive fields. The practice of measuring these subsets shows how a FEM is filled and then connected towith a feature whose synaptic weights are position- an output layer neuron. The set of FEM element-to-independent is called receptive field weight-sharing. output weights is different for each output neuron.Unlike computer vision morphology, the neural net- This is because each output neuron is entitled to placework decides for itself how a feature should be mea- as much or as little significance on a given type ofsured. This is because the neural net not only looks feature. After all, not all feature types can be expectedat whether a candidate feature does or does not com- to be relevant to all output neurons.pletely match; it also looks at the degree of match. In
general, we want to minimize the number of features

4.5. Tailoring the Backprop Algorithm to the RFNNto minimize the overall architecture size.
Due to the uniqueness of receptive-field architectures

4.4. Feature Mapping and Hidden-to-Output and weight-sharing, the back-propagation training
Connectivity algorithm must be adapted to the RFNN. For an archi-

tecture with r 5 1, 2, . . . , R regions, the rth regionFor each position of a feature inside its region, a
unique value associated with that position is pro- is defined in the data space G by r [ [(rowr

min, colr
min),
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Figure 17. Connectivity of a FEM’s elements to an output neuron.

(rowr
max, colr

max)]G with respect to the G reference frame. Each element of FEMr, f is filled by the standard
sigmoidal measurementFor each region r there are f 5 1, 2, . . . , Fr features

each of patch size Pr
size 5 (NPr

rows, NPr

cols) and overlap
Or

size 5 (NOr

rows, NOr

cols). Hence, for each feature f the FEM
f (neti, j) 5

1
(1 1 exp2neti, j)

(10)size is FEMr, f
size 5 (NFEMr, f

rows , NFEMr, f

cols ) where,

where i and j are indices (which begin at (0, 0)) of
NFEMr, f

rows 5 Krowr
max 2 rowr

min 2 NOr

rows 1 1

NPr

rows 2 NOr

rows
H (7) FEMr, f and

neti, j 5 ON
Pr

rows

m
ON

Pr

cols

n
(gr, f

m,nax,y) 1 gr, f
b . (11)

NFEMr, f

cols 5 Kcolr
max 2 colr

min 2 NOr

cols 1 1

NPr

rows 2 NOr

rows
H (8)

The term ax,y is the value of an input element from
and the FWM of input-to-hidden synaptic weights is the data space inside region r. The indices x and y

(which also begin at (0, 0)) represent the row and
column, respectively, of the input element with re-
spect to the data space reference frame G. Conse-

FWMr, f 5 | gr, f
0,0 ? ? ? gr, f

0,NPr

cols

?
?
?

?
?

?

?
?
?

gr, f
NPr

rows,0 ? ? ? gr, f
NPr

rows,NPr

cols

| (9) quently,

x 5 [rowr
min 1 (i)(NPr

rows 2 NOr

rows) 1 m],

where each synaptic weight, gr, f
m,n corresponds to the

y 5 [colr
min 1 ( j)(NPr

cols 2 NOr

cols) 1 n] (12)mth row and nth column of the FWM belonging to
feature f in region r. Also, each feature has a bias
weight associated with it, gr, f

b . If, as is the case with the RFNN, the neural net-
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work is fully connected between the feature element (gradient) descent algorithm for the FEM element-
to-output neuron synapse and output neuron biasmatrices and output neurons, there exists a synaptic

weight between every output neuron and every cell weights require that
of every FEM. This characteristic gives the RFNN a
tendency to be top-heavy. Since each output neuron

go
r, f,i, j (k 1 1) 5 go

r, f,i, j (k) 2 ao
r, f,i, j (k) OQ

q

V
ˆ

q(k)
go

r, f,i, j (k)
(16)considers the value associated with each placement

of the feature patch, there can be significantly more
FEM element-to-output neuron synapses than input- and
to-feature neuron synapses. So each output neuron
o 5 1, 2, . . . , O assumes a value according to the

go
b (k 1 1) 5 go

b (k) 2 ao
b (k) OQ

q

V
ˆ

q(k)
go

b (k)
(17)sigmoid

where ao
r, f,i, j(k) and ao

b(k) are the adaptive learning ratesf (neto) 5
1

(1 1 exp2neto)
(13)

at epoch k for the individual FEM element-to-output
neuron synapses and output bias synapses, respec-

where, tively. Similarly, the steepest descent algorithm for
feature biases require that

neto 5 OR

r
OFr

f
ONFEMr, f

rows

i
ONFEMr, f

cols

j
[go

r, f,i, j FEM(i, j)] 1 go
b . (14)

gr, f
b (k 1 1) 5 gr, f

b (k) 2 ar, f
b (k) OQ

q

V
ˆ

q(k)
gr, f

b (k)
(18)

Although this notation seems more complicated
than other fully connected feed-forward neural net- Unlike the fairly standard synaptic weight update
works, it allows us to construct architectures with rules of 16 to 18, the feature patch synaptic weights
receptive fields and weight sharing.14,15,17 If an archi- (FWM) must be updated such that they account for
tecture does not need receptive fields, the RFNN every placement in the region. Hence,
patch is the same size as the region. This makes the
FEM matrices only one element in size. Hence, this
notation lends greater flexibility to neural network gr, f

m,n(k 1 1) 5 gr, f
m,n(k) 2 ar, f

m,n(k) OQ
q

ONFEMr, f

rows

i
ONFEMr, f

cols

j

V
ˆ

q(k)
gr, f,i, j

m,n (k)architectures by giving them the option of using re-
ceptive fields. (19)

The back-propagation algorithm for the RFNN
is also just an extension of the standard back-prop

4.5.1. Training with Modified Adaptivealgorithm with the exception that special learning
Learning Rate Modelprovisions are made for the movable feature patch.

Since feature patches are not necessarily fixed over It has been shown that ‘‘the method of adaptive learn-
the data space, each individual synapse can be af- ing rates18 is much faster than steepest descent, gener-
fected by a multitude of input values per data exam- ally reducing training time by an order of magnitude,
ple q 5 1, 2, . . . , Q. From ref. 5, the task of the and it is also very dependable. It is not prone to get
network is to learn associations between a specified into trouble and does not require special care . . . [It]
set of input-output pairs h(p1 , q1), (p2 , q2), . . . , is fast, dependable, and highly automatic . . .’’ 19 The
h(pQ , qQ)j. The performance index for the network is adaptive learning rate modification proposed by Ja-

cobs has become popular for two main reasons: mini-
mal mathematical complexity and numerous re-V 5

1
2 O

Q

q
(tq 2 oq)T (tq 2 oq) 5 5

1
2 O

Q

q
eT

q eq (15)
ported successes at achieving faster convergences.

The adaptive learning rate model is based on four
heuristics that suggest that each weight of a neuralwhere oq is the vector of output neuron values re-

sulting from the qth input, pq , and eq 5 tq 2 oq is the network should have its own learning rate, and that
these rates be allowed to change over time. Qualita-error for the qth input. For the standard backpropaga-

tion algorithm we use an approximate steepest de- tively, the heuristics are: (1) every parameter of the
performance measure should have its own individualscent rule. For a single input/output pair the perfor-

mance index can be approximated by V
ˆ

q 5 AseT
q eq . For learning rate; (2) every learning rate should be al-

lowed to vary over time; (3) when the derivative ofepoch k 5 1, 2, . . . , K the approximate steepest
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a parameter possesses the same sign for consecutive Simply stated, shocking a neural network reduces all
synaptic learning rates to small values near their ini-time steps, the learning rate for that parameter should

be increased; and (4) when the sign of the derivative tial values. The conditions for shocking are quite sim-
ple, and yet they have a significant impact on theof a parameter alternates for consecutive time steps,

the learning rate for that parameter should be de- reduction of failure rates. The first heuristic condition
stipulates that if the training error at epoch k 1 1 increasescreased. The math model for these heuristic rules are

presented below. In general, each synaptic weight in to a value larger than the error at epoch k, the neural net
should be shocked (see Fig. 18(a)). Reverting to smalla neural network architecture is allowed to have its

own learning rate. We are concerned with the direc- learning rates gives the neural net the opportunity to
quickly (re)turn to its original destination or, due totion in which errors for a synaptic weight decrease

over an exponential average fg , the instability that triggered the shock, locate a better
minima on the error surface.

The second heuristic condition for shocking re-fg(k 1 1) 5 u ? fg(k) 1 (1 2 u)dg(k) (20)
quires that if the learning rates are large enough to
significantly impact training, but the training error iswhere dg(k) 5 SQ

q V
ˆ

q(k)/g(k) and u defines the
weighting of consecutive error associations (u P 0.1). decreasing at a very slow rate, the neural net should

be shocked (see Fig. 18(b)). The reason for this is asThe signs of dg and fg give us a precise measure of
the direction in which the error decreases both cur- follows: It is believed that when the learning rates

are very large, it is possible for the synaptic weightsrently and recently. The equation for the adaptive
learning rate of a synaptic weight is to overshoot and vacillate over a minima while still

very slowly converging and not causing the neural
net to saturate.21 As a part of this condition we specify

ag(k 1 1) 5 5ag(k) ? k if dg(k) fg(k) . 0 and ag(k) , t

ag(k) ? f if dg(k) fg(k) # 0 that the learning rates should be large because they
need time to grow enough to significantly impact
the convergence. Hence, we can restate the second(21)
condition with, if a number of epochs have elapsed Dk 5
k 2 kshock since the last time the net was shocked Dk $where typically (k P 1.1) and (f P 0.5).
MRI (minimum reset interval) and the training error isDespite their success at reducing training times,
decreasing at a rate less than a specified minimum resetadaptive learning rate models tend to create instabili-
slope, MRS, the neural net should be shocked. It has beenties that can cause a neural network to saturate.a 5 To
observed that shocking under these conditions sig-envision this, we consider that the standard backprop
nificantly reduces the chances of saturation and,model distributes the error associated with a synaptic
hence, stabilizes greedy adaptive learning.6weight to prescribe a weight change. Typically, the

synaptic weight is updated by only a fraction (less
than unity) of the prescribed weight change. While 4.6. Locking Matured Features
this suggests an inherent stability in the overall to Expedite Training
weight update method, it also causes training times

The RFNN software allows for the preservation ofto be slow. On the other hand, updating a synaptic
matured synaptic weights. Loading previouslyweight by more than the prescribed weight change
learned features gives a new or modified neural net(learning rate greater than unity) can significantly
‘‘prior knowledge’’ in the training process. In ref. 3reduce training times. However, this ‘‘greedy’’ ap-
the training time to recognize eight different outdoorproach increases the likelihood of instabilities.
traffic signs was reduced 80% by preserving the fea-
tures matured on three examples of a very small sub-

4.5.2. Heuristic Conditions for Shocking Adaptive set of classes. In ref. 4 training time for the GSL prob-
Learning Rates lem on actual data was reduced by 75%. Also in ref.

4 it was shown that two different mobile robots couldOur research indicates that it is possible to let learning
share their matured features (sharing basic knowl-rates become greedy (t . 1) and still maintain rela-
edge) to expedite the cross-platform training process.tively stable convergence. This is accomplished
These concepts are significant to the GSL problemthrough an ad hoc approach called ‘‘shocking.’’ 3,6,20

because the process of learning new rooms can be
expedited when features learned from other roomsaSaturation puts a neural network on a portion of the error surface

that is difficult, if not impossible, to recover from. or other platforms are used.
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Figure 18. Shock conditions (a) training error increases from global minima; and (b)
slow convergence.

4.7. Choosing an Architecture for the 5. COMPARING KOHONEN- AND
RFNN-BASED GSLGSL/OCR Problem

The size of the architecture should stay as small as To get a 98.89% classification rate, the RFNN requires
possible to minimize data size and training time. In significantly less pre-processing time than the Koho-
the context of the RFNN software this requires that nen. That is, the RFNN requires only two simple
a neural network should have as few regions and pre-processing steps (gross shifting and digitization)
features as possible. Single-region, multiple-feature, whereas the Kohonen neural network requires three
10-output RFNNs are used in this article to learn the (gross shifting, fine shifting, and dormant node prun-
relevant features common and unique to each of the ing). Fine shifting, in particular, is extremely time
10 rooms, introduced by the 29 3 29 binary pixel data consuming because, for each data set, the Kohonen
space. Four different architectures are examined: the is forced to do recall several times on sampled and
first has only one feature (sub-image); the second has incrementally shifted sonar data until a best fit be-
two features; the third has three features; and the tween the Kohonen mesh and sonar data is found.
fourth has four features. Common to all architectures Without fine shifting, the Kohonen neural network
is the feature patch size (sub-image size of 5 rows by 5 cannot compensate as well as receptive fields for
columns), maximum overlap (4 rows and 4 columns), small-scale translation and rotation discrepancies.
and that the entire data space is viewed through a Another important advantage to RFNN-based GSL
single region.

4.8. GSL Classification with the RFNN

Shown in Figure 19, all four candidate architectures
yielded classification rates better than 96.67%. Of the
four, the single-region, three-feature, 10-output archi-
tecture yielded the highest classification rate, 98.89%.
Of course, there is a tradeoff between data size and
classification rates. After all, the discrepancy between
the lowest and highest classification rates might actu-
ally be trivial when compared to training time or the
amount of RAM needed for the larger architecture.
What is truly interesting, however, is that only a sin-
gle hidden layer neuron with a 5 3 5 patch was
necessary to properly classify more than 96% of the
180 test sets from 10 different rooms. Even the best
architecture seen in this research needed only three Figure 19. Misclassification rates of single region, vari-

able-feature, ten-output architectures.hidden layer neurons.
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is that it can utilize previously learned features to up collecting sonar data from more than a single
region. Rearranged furniture and even other movinglearn any new rooms added. In fact, it was shown in

refs. 3 and 4 that the training time is significantly objects can also seriously alter the room character.
The wander/explore routine, as well, can play areduced when previously learned features are uti-

lized. Our Kohonen approach, on the other hand, sometimes unpredictable role. That is, for every set of
wander/explore rules, there is a room configurationrequires us to create a new Kohonen each time a new

room is added. It also requires that training begin that will hamper the robot’s access to various features.
Our best wander/explore routine was one where thewithout the advantage of previously learned features

(i.e., from ‘‘scratch’’). robot would randomly choose a steering velocity and
a travel distance.4 Drive speed would depend on theThe Kohonen certainly has its merits, though.

First, its cost function does not penalize for missing proximity of detected obstacles. The robot would
travel at these drive and random steer speeds for thefeatures. Second, the Kohonen does not require a pri-

ori knowledge of the data space size. The RFNN, on random travel distance and then generate a new steer
speed and travel distance.the other hand, not only requires that we assume

the maximum dimensions of the data space, and an While the classification rates of both models are
promising, we acknowledge that what is documentedappropriate pixel size (resolution). Like most com-

puter vision principles (threshold, kernel size, etc.), in this article is based on simulated data. In ref. 4 we
used two different mobile robot platforms (a Cyber-predicting a necessary field of view and/or resolu-

tion for a digitized pattern (like the room character) motion K2A and a Nomad 200) to collect sonar data
from actual dynamic environments to examine howcan be rather subjective. Third, algorithmically the

Kohonen is much easier to train. However, it can be well both robots utilize and share components of the
RFNN. It is clear from ref. 4 that there are some othermore time consuming than the RFNN-based ap-

proach because the input data for the RFNN is com- variables that should be accounted for. For example,
the size of the robot has an effect on which portionspressed with the digitization preprocessing step. Ini-

tialization is easier for the Kohonen because nodes of a region are accessible and, hence, explored. Place-
ment of the sonars on the platform also determinesare uniformly distributed over the data set size. Ini-

tialization for the RFNN is more subjective, however, which features can be detected. That is, on the Cyber-
motion platform there are two levels of sonars: somebecause the synaptic weights must be initialized to

values small enough to prevent saturation. Finally, that can see above table tops and some that can see
below table tops. The Nomad 200 platform, on thethe Kohonen seems more tolerant of a wider range

of learning rates and neighborhood sizes. However, other hand, does not have the same vertical range.
Thus, room characters mapped by the Cybermotionthe RFNN seems rather sensitive to initial learning

rates outside a small spectrum (between 0.002 and platform are sometimes thicker than those mapped
by the Nomad 200.0.004).
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